
Popula'on: The set of data (numeric or otherwise) 
corresponding to the en6re collec6on of units about 
which informa6on is sought. 
Sample: A subset of the popula6on data that are actually 
collected in the course of a study. - difficult to obtain 
informa6on about the whole popula6on. - rely on 
samples to make es6mates and inferences related to the 
whole popula6on. 
Parameter: a number that describes a popula6on, 
unknown fixed number 
Sta's'c: a number that describes a sample, variable 
whose value varies from sample to sample 
Descrip've sta's'cs: numeric: measure of loca6on 
(Mean, Median, Mode 
) / measure of spread (sd, MAD, IQR) / others (Min, Max, 
Quar6le, Five number summaries)
Sample mean:               , for symmetric data, less variable 
from sample, easier to compute and handle theore6cally
Sample median: not affected by skewness, 
robustness(less prone to outliners), at least half of 
sample <= and at least half of samples are >=
Mode : the most frequently occurring value 
Range: largest-smaller, misleading solely based on 2 most 
extreme values
Devia'on: diff between individual sample points and 
arithme6c mean
MAD(median absolute devia6on):
1. Find median of data 2. list of absolute of all sample  

3. median of the list median(                                 )
Sd: how spread out data are around mean
sample sd

R-squared sta's'cs: measure of fit

0<=R^2<=1, propor6on of variance explained by the 
regression. 0=not explain any variability
1=explained the variability perfectly
Improve linear regression: remove outliers
Simple linear regression: only 1 independent variable 
(predictor) for the response(dependent)
Intercept/slope/residual (random with zero mean and 
finite var) Error/residual: observed value - predicted 
value Least squares regression line: min. residual sum of 
square

response minus fiVed values

Standard error of population mean

Sigma^2 = variance of sample
Larger n-> smaller s.e. of mean

Assump'on of linear regression: -linear rela6onship 
between feature and response –mul6variate 
normality -no or liVle mul6collinearity –liVle or no 
autocorrela6on(residual indepdent of each other) –
homoscedas6c (residual equal acriss regression line)
s.e. of regression coeff es'mates:
-As n get larger, s.e.(beta0) get smaller
-As x_i more spread out, se(beta1) is smaller, more 
leverage to es6mate the slope
95% c.i.

T-sta6s6cs, test if b1=0 not a predictor
P-value=prob of obtaining each t value
Small pvalue-> unlikely to be 0 -> have rela6onship 

Mul'variate linear regression:
B_p=average effect on Y of 1unit increase in X, hold 
all other predictor fixed

categorical variable typet/typeu
how much it is different if it is townhouse/unit vs 
house. compare with the baseline

Parametric: -select a statistical model -fit the parameters of 
model using the training data nonparametric: generally 
intended for description rather than formal inference 
predictor-response data: random response variable Y is 
assumed to be a stochastic function of the value of a predictor 
variable X
e_i: zero-mean stochastic noise, f is a smooth function 
Smoothing: non-parametric method to estimate f 
Local averaging: Yi whose corresponding 𝑥i are near 𝑥
=averaged in some way to glean information about 
appropriate value of the smooth at 𝑥
-avg: averaging function (mean/weighted mean/median) 
N(𝑥): neighbourhood of x (nearest few point/all points within 
some distance) - form of 𝑁(𝑥) may vary with 𝑥
measures a neighbourhood’s inclusiveness: Span: proportion 
of sample points that are members. small span =strongly local, 
including only very nearby points /large span = wider 
membership Size: #of points bandwidth: physical length or 
volume of the neighbourhood Constant-Span Running Mean:
takes the sample mean of k nearby points. edge problem 
Neighbourhood=symmetric nearest neighbourhood. 

Smoother=moving average / kNN smoother
Regression splines: Fit piece-wise functions, where each 
function can be a d-dimensional polynomial function Constrain 
the function to be smooth and continuous 
Cubic spline: fits cubic polynomial functions, with the 
constraints of continuous at each knot, continuity of 1st 
derivative and continuity of 2nd derivative 
Adv: look smooth to eyes, can fit any function


